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What It Is
Production testing of beef cattle is based on two simple facts :
( 1) Individual beef animals differ in their ability fo put on gains;'
(2) Rate of gain is an inherited characteristic that is transmitted
from sire and dam to offspring. By selecting breeding stock with
ability to put on rapid gains, it is possible to produce fast -gaining
calves. Since the sire contributes half the inheritance of every calf,
selection of fast-gaining bulls is particularly important. The objective
of production testing is to establish records of gains so that promising
animals can be identified .
Production testing is a research- and breeder-proved method
of improving beef cattle that can be put into practice by any breeder.
Production testing is useful to the purebred br eeder in his own
operation in his culling and selection program . The breeder also
is able to accumulate records that make it possible to progeny test
his sires. It provides him with useful records. It enables his customers
(bull buyer s) to select not only on conformation, but also on rate
of gain and efficiency.
·
At the present time, comparison of animals raised on the individual ranch is more important than the comparison of animals raised
on different ranches. Some day a testing program for beef cattle
may be as well standardized as is dairy production testing. Then it
will be possible to select with confidence from records of production
testing made on more than one ranch.
Th e commercial beef producer is looking for bulls of desirable
conformation and with good production records. In those purebred
herds in which production records have been kept, he can select
bulls on the basis of these records, as well as conformation. Selection
of a bull with better than average daily gains will provide the commercial operator with a bull that will sire calves possessing about
80 per cent of this advantage in gaining ability.
• Ralph Bogart is Professor of Animal Husbandry
Animal Husbandry Specialist, Oregon State College.
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Pointsto Consid.er
Birth weights

Weighing the calf sometime during the first few days af ter
birth will not only give the breeder a help or tool in his selection
program, but also birth weights are necessary in computing the rate
of gain from birth to weaning.
Big calves are more likely to survive, gain faster, and require
le s feed for each pound of gain than calves that are small at birth.
Early calves thaf are big at birth are ready to make greatest use of
grass in the spring . They also use to advantage the greater milk
flow stimulated in the cows when they go on pasture or spring range.
Weaning weights

Heavy weaners are desirable because they bring a higher return
and are in demand by feeder buyers . Big weaners winter better.
Heavy weaners are indicat ive of a factor important in beef
cattle selection-the milking ability of the cow. The daily gain up to
weaning can be calculated by subtracting the birth weight from the
weaning weight and dividing by the age in days.
weaning weight-birth
-----------=dai
age in days

weight
ly gain of suckling period

This ga in from birth to wean ing is a reliable indication of the milk
produced by the cow and to a lesser extent the growthiness of the
calf.
Yearling weights

Gain during the period from weaning to the yearling age is
the most important measure of a calf's ability to grow and gain
rapidly and economically. Faster gaining calves put on these gains
with less feed per pound of gain than slower gaining calves.
The daily gain during this period can be calculated by subtracting
the weaning weight from the yearling weight and dividing by the
number of days from weaning to yearling age.
yearling weight-weaning
weight
-----------=gain
days from weaning to yearling

.
during growing period

This figure is useful particularly if all the calves have all they can
eat during this period . It is believed now that much of the difference
between fast and slow gaining calves is due largely to appetite and
<::apacityto handle feed.
The feed during this important growing and testing period need
not be a fattening ration. For comparing calves on rate and economy
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of gain, a ration of two parts legume hay to one part concentrate is
satisfactory. A ration containing a higher proportion of grain would
result in fatter calves that might make a better appearance.
18-month weight

The gains made from the yearling age to 18 months is another
tool in beef cattle selection. In many breeding establishments this
period wiir come during the second summer of the animal's life, and
these gains, for the most part, will be made on grass.
These gains are indicative of the animal's ability to eat large
quantities of feed, to go out and rustle that feed for itself, and
its ability to gain on grass. They provide a record of its gains up to
maturity.
The commercial beef producer wants to produce catt le that will
finish out at almost any weight and age . The popularly accepted
kind to accomplish this are the medium type with smoothness and
good weight for age. The animal that makes good gains through the
yearling age and then slows ·up should be discriminated against, because the offspring can be expected to do the same thing.
To calculate gains during this period, subtract the yearling
weight from the 18-month weight and divide by the number of days
of the period.
18-month weight-yearling

weight
gain per day

days

Grades or scores

The market price of our cattle is based largely on grade. Quality
in beef cattle production is every bit as important as pounds of
meat. Consequently, selection must be made on the basis of grade
as well as gain and efficiency.
Conformation, quality, rate of gain, and efficiency are important
inherited characteristics. It behooves the breeder, then, to include
a grading program in his production testing program, selecting
animals that will produce desirable carcasses. It is suggested that
animals be graded at weaning, as yearlings, and again at 18 months
before being selected as replacements.
'The progressive breeder will strive to produce and select anima ls
that grade high and are good doers.
Regular breeding

Each breeder wants every .cow in his herd to conceive readily
and produce a calf every year. Fertility is measured by the ability
of the cow to settle when she is bred, and to come into heat after
calving so she can be rebred for regular yearly calving.
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Weight Record
Date
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Weight
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1st
Date
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Bull No.

Breedin
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Date
Bull No.
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Date
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'

Date
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.

This cow record sheet provides a lifetime record for each individual cow in the herd. When a heifer is put into the herd as a replacement, a
sheet can be started for her. The record sheets enable you to keep a record of grades and gains of each calf the cow produces, from birth to
eighteen months. A supply of these cow record sheets can be obtained from your County Extension Agent.
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Select replacement heifers out of cows that are early calvers
and regular breeders. Some cows tend to establish a pattern of late
calving and will <;:alvelate, even following a miss of one year.
If feed conditions are adequate, a breeder is justified in culling
cows that fail to settle . Greater · leniency is necessary when feed
condit ions are not adeq uat e. Certain ly cows that do not produce a calf
for 2 years should be culled, no matter what conditions are .
Breeders should also consider palpating their cows for pregnancy. This requires experience, but training can be obtained from
your veterinarian or other experienced personnel.

Setting Up a Testing Program
•

Production testing is something the individual b'reeder can do
in his own herd, provided he has the few requirements to put the
program into operation and to continue it.
Livestock scales

Any scales that will give reasonably accurate livestock weights
is adequate . In purchasing scales, the operator may want to take
. into consideration other possible ranch uses for the scales before
he makes the investment . Regular individual weights of all cattle
are necessary in a well-rounded production testing program .
Records

Any improvement program is no better than the records kept
by the breeder . A sample cow record sheet that has been used by
Oregon State College and a number of breeders throughout the
state is shown on pages 6 and 7.
► GRADES.Some system of scoring or evaluating each individual
animal's conformation is necessa ry. Animals need to be culled on
the basis of grade or score as well as gain. The Oregon State College
beef grad ing system and explanation is shown on page 9.
► DAILY GAINANDEFFICIENCY.Most breede rs will be equipped
to get daily gain records only. To get feed efficiency records of an
animal for any period of time , it is necessary to have an accurate
weight of every pound of feed consumed by each individual animal.
However, research and feed utilization tests have indicated that high
gainers tend to be the most efficient. If it's not possible for a breeder
to get feed efficiency records, daily gain records certainly are much
better than no records at all.

BEEF CATTLE GRADING GUIDE
OREGON STATE COLLEGE

Grade
Designation

Extens ion Service

Points

Value

Seal~ and balance

10 -3

Thickness of Fle sh

10 ' 3

Smoothness of Body

10 -3

T he top of the grade represent s outstanding animals
in stro ng competit ion. The middle and lower end of
th e grade represents excellent breeding anima ls from
standpo int pf type, conformat ion, quality, and cha r~
acter , capab le o( makin g a good showing in str ong
competitio n.

Your Score

5 - 1.5

H ead

i°0-3

Chest

Back

JO. 3

Loin

10 - 3

Rump

10-3

Hound

10 -3

Feet and Leg s

10- 3
Total Score --------

1 +.
1

...... 98-100
...95- 97

..........92- 94

1-

....

2 -I2

.... ....... ........89- 91

2.:....•··

2

Cows in grade 2 are good enough to retai n for
breeding test in purebred herd s. Thi s is a practical
top for commercia l catt le. The top of gra de 2 re~
present s the best o f range bull s; the lower end of
herd bulls. Cattle in thi s grade are well down the
line or out of the money in competition.

3

Cows usually Should be culled from purebr ed herds;
good commercial cattle; bulls rarel y capable of
mak ing much improvement except on Ycry plain
cattl e.

4

Plain, upstanding, thi n.fles hed, slow maturin g cattle,
lacing in quality and chara cted and having ~er ious
defects of con formation . Should be culled from
commercial herd s.

5- 1.5

Rear F lank

..86- 88
...... 83- 8.i

3 + ..............
..........803
........773- ························744 + ·······················.714
....68-

4-

Breeding Catt!"
Description

82
79

76
7.1
70

·····················•
··67

This is the Oregon State College grading guide for beef cattle. Purebred breeders will want to produce and sell bulls that grade
2-'- or better. Bulls of this grade can go into average range herds and make improvement in the herds. Grading cards may be
obtained from your County Extension Agent .
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Management

The breeder following a production testing program will of
necessity be a good manager. To obtain accurate gain records of his
cattle will require observing his stock closely at all times. The
breeder may have to adjust his operation and management practices
from time to time to make the best use of the testing program.
For an animal to make maximum gains during a testing period,
it needs to receive care and consideration as an individual. In a group
of young bulls penned together there are always one or two or more
that may not receive the full share of feed because of the aggressiveness of the pen mates. The removal of the less aggressive bull or
bulls to another ~pen may be the solution in that case. Or, if hay
and grain are fed separately, tying the bulls during the grain feeding period should be considered. (This practice would halter break
them and make them much tamer for easier handling at sale time,
etc.)
Another factor to take into consideration is the fact that some
animals are much faster eaters than others. If grain is hand fed to a
group of bulls during the testing period, from weaning to yearling
ages, it is possible that one or two of the faster eaters would get
most of the grain. There again, tying or separation would be necessary.
It may be that some breeders will be equipped to mix their hay
and grain together and feed free-choice. Others will feed pelleted
feeds of hay and grain. Still others will feed hay free-choice and
hand-feed grain -or concentrates. In each instance it will be up to
the individual breeder to manage his .animals so that his production
records will mean something to him.

